1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Current research on psychiatric disorders has placed a strong emphasis on early detection and treatment. Many symptoms of schizophrenia, mood disorders and addiction first manifest during the adolescent period ([@bib0010], [@bib0135], [@bib0525], [@bib0400]). Accordingly, it is critical to elucidate the biological and environmental risk factors that render adolescents highly vulnerable to these disorders. Such mechanistic knowledge is necessary for the development of interventions to prevent or attenuate the emergence of disease.

Previous preclinical research on brain development and disease has primarily assessed morphological changes or alterations at the receptor level. These studies have yielded critical information about adolescent biology and behavior. There is little known, however, about real-time dynamics of neuronal activity during behavior. This information is particularly relevant in light of recent theories positing that dysfunctional neuronal network activity is a critical contributor to the etiology of disease ([@bib0640], [@bib0410]). To fully understand how behaviorally relevant neuronal network activity is altered in vulnerable individuals, we must first understand how individual neurons and neural ensembles encode salient events in healthy adolescents and adults.

Changes in affect, motivation, and motivational processing during adolescence are among the first observed behaviors predictive of schizophrenia and other psychiatric illnesses in high risk individuals ([@bib0185], [@bib0250], [@bib0300]). To understand the development of symptoms during this vulnerable developmental period, it is essential to quantify the basic neural mechanisms underlying adolescent reward processing. Recent data accumulated in our lab using adolescence rats suggest substantial age-related differences in reward-induced neuronal activity. These differences are manifested even when (1) measurable behavior is equivalent between adolescent and adult subjects, and (2) baseline levels of neuronal activity are equivalent between age groups. Thus, reward-evoked neuronal activity may, in some instances, be more effective than behavioral measures of motivation or baseline activity as a marker of early vulnerability to disease. In this review, we summarize adolescent reward-processing data acquired from a rat model across multiple brain regions, and discuss the implications of these differences for adolescent behavior and disease vulnerability.

2. Adolescent reward processing differs from adults across multiple regions {#sec0010}
===========================================================================

The technique focused in this review is single-unit extracellular recording where neuronal activity of multiple neurons can be measured in real-time in behaving animals ([@bib0600]). For this method, multiwire electrode arrays are implanted in specific brain regions and electrical signals are amplified and high pass filtered to isolate high frequency neuronal activity, such as action potentials or local field potential oscillations ([@bib0120], [@bib0600], [@bib0700]). Measuring neural activity in awake-behaving adolescent rats is a challenging endeavor, as the adolescent window only spans approximately between postnatal days 28--55 ([@bib0580]). After accounting for the required time for electrode implantation surgery, recovery and habituation, the brief remaining time window precludes the use of complex behavioral paradigms with electrophysiology. Therefore, behavioral tasks that do not require long training times must be used to measure reward processing in adolescent rats. Our lab utilizes a rewarded instrumental task in which rats learn to nose poke into a lit port to receive a single sugar pellet, while neural activity is recorded from electrode arrays implanted into specific brain regions ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, the task is simple enough that learning and performance of the primary components of the task are comparable between adults and adolescents ([@bib0610]), thus any differences in neuronal activity are indicative of reward processing differences, rather than a product of behavioral asymmetry between groups. Each of these behavioral events can be synchronized with measures of neural activity with sub-second long temporal resolution, allowing assessment of neural activity associated with reward-related cues, goal-directed actions, and reward anticipation and delivery. Using variants of this task, we recorded from orbitofrontal cortex, dorsal and ventral striatum, and ventral tegmental area in adult and adolescent rats. We then discuss how these differences in reward-processing may be related to reward-related cognitive traits observed during adolescence, including impulsivity, risk taking and behavioral flexibility.Fig. 1(A) Single unit electrophysiology was performed with awake-behaving adolescent and adult rats during reward-related behavior. Rats were implanted with microwire arrays and placed into an operant chamber equipped with a nose poke port, food trough that delivered sugar pellet rewards, and a cue light used to signal reward availability. It should be noted that the identity of the cue was a light, a tone, or a compound cue consisting of both. (B) The instrumental tasks utilized began with illumination of the light cue, during which performance of a nose-poke (action) caused delivery of a pellet reward. After the rat collected the reward, a variable inter-trial interval was initiated, then the next trial began. (C) This heat plot shows sample data demonstrating the typical response of individual neurons to a reward-associated event. A subset of neurons demonstrate increased firing rate surrounding the event (bottom), others demonstrate suppressed firing rate during the event (top), and others are unresponsive (middle).

2.1. Prefrontal cortex {#sec0015}
----------------------

Prefrontal cortex (PFC) undergoes substantial development throughout adolescence, and this development has been implicated in adolescent behavioral tendencies, particularly the ability to regulate and inhibit motivated behaviors ([@bib0105], [@bib0240], [@bib0595], [@bib0180]). PFC is divided into multiple functionally distinct subregions with different implications for adolescent behavior and disease vulnerability. Orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) is a lateral prefrontal-cortical region that receives input from sensory regions and is extensively connected with limbic areas ([@bib0470], [@bib0510]). Accordingly, OFC is ideally suited to integrate physical aspects of rewarding and aversive outcomes with emotional information, and then utilize this affective information to guide behavior. Neuronal activity in OFC has been associated with the representation of rewarding outcomes ([@bib0650], [@bib0050], [@bib0520]), and has been implicated in multiple facets of impulsive behavior ([@bib0075], [@bib0685], [@bib0720]), which is elevated in humans and rats during adolescence ([@bib0260], [@bib0005], [@bib0115], [@bib0170], [@bib0400]). Because OFC (along with other prefrontal regions) has been shown to be underdeveloped in human adolescents ([@bib0575], [@bib0230]), OFC is a logical target for probing for age-related differences in reward processing.

Single unit extracellular recording was used to measure task-evoked activity in individual neurons. In adults, OFC population neuronal activity decreased during reward retrieval ([Fig. 1B](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the adolescent OFC population activity was increased during retrieval ([@bib0600]). This profound difference in activity occurred despite similar baseline firing rate between groups, and comparable neuronal inhibition during the performance phase of the instrumental action that lead to reward delivery. These data suggest that reward processing in OFC can be an effective biomarker of age-related differences, even when baseline neuronal activity and behavior are equivalent between groups.

Although baseline firing rate was similar between age groups, an alternate analysis of firing patterns revealed further distinctions. Adolescent OFC showed increased variability compared to adults in firing rate across multiple trials, as assessed by fano factor, which provides a measure of normalized variability and can be calculated as cross-trial variance divided by cross-trial mean ([@bib0140]). This variability may be indicative of inefficient neural coding of reward-related events, as spike variability undermines effective inter-regional communication through spike-field coherence ([@bib0220], [@bib0140]). Importantly, this finding suggests that measures beyond simple firing rate may be necessary to detect functional differences in neural processing between age groups, and possibly between healthy controls and diseased or at-risk patients.

OFC plays a modulatory role in impulsive choice, defined as a preference for immediate rewards/gratification ([@bib0680]). Adolescent humans and rats have increased preference for immediate gratification compared to adult humans and rats, and this has been implicated in adolescent drug abuse and maladaptive behavior ([@bib0005], [@bib0170], [@bib0400], [@bib0590]). Impulsive decision-making is associated with several psychiatric disorders ([@bib0060], [@bib0015], [@bib0430]), and is both a predictor of drug abuse and a consequence of long-term exposure to drugs of abuse ([@bib0545], [@bib0455], [@bib0035], [@bib0150], [@bib0390]). Thus, a feed forward condition may develop in which individuals with psychiatric vulnerabilities involving aberrant impulsive regulation are highly likely to abuse drugs, which then exacerbates trait impulsivity ([@bib0235], [@bib0540]). Our data suggest that age differences in impulsivity may be, in part, due to neuronal processing differences in the OFC, as OFC encodes information about reward-associated delays ([@bib0500], [@bib0505]). The highly variable neural processing throughout task performance (as assessed by fano factor) and hyperactive reward-evoked response observed in adolescent OFC may, therefore, be related to unstable representations of reward-related events. Our observation may also be related to a suboptimal ability to bridge long delays between actions and outcomes, a function associated with OFC neurons ([@bib0505]). This in turn would facilitate persistent choice of immediate over delayed gratification.

Age-related differences also are observed in infralimbic and prelimbic regions of the medial PFC, which are implicated in behavioral planning and feedback, attention, and response inhibition ([@bib0255], [@bib0225], [@bib0315], [@bib0370], [@bib0460], [@bib0110], [@bib0465]). While neuronal activity has not yet been recorded in these regions in behaving adolescent animals, developmental correlates of reward processing have been revealed by quantifying immediate early genes. After heroin self-administration, adolescents showed an attenuated increase in Fos positive neurons in prelimbic and infralimbic cortices compared to adults, indicative of reduced activation of adolescent medial PFC by drug reward seeking ([@bib0160]). Reports of nicotine-evoked activity are conflicting, demonstrating either enhanced increase in Arc or similar changes in cfos in adolescent compared to adult medial PFC ([@bib0350], [@bib0515]). Finally, cocaine exposure caused increase c-fos expression in adolescent PFC ([@bib0125]). While these studies provide useful data, direct measurements of neural processing of both drug and natural rewards in adolescent medial PFC will yield temporally specific information about adolescent medial PFC function.

Dopamine receptor expression in prelimbic cortex peaks during adolescence ([@bib0025]). D1 dopamine receptors, in particular, have been linked to adolescent motivated behavior. Adolescent rats demonstrate increased vulnerability to drug-associated cues compared to adult rats ([@bib0350], [@bib0095], [@bib0100], [@bib0340]); blocking D1 receptors in adolescent prelimbic cortex decreases sensitivity to these cues ([@bib0100]). In addition, overexpressing D1 receptors in adult prelimbic cortex recapitulated adolescent behavioral tendencies, including impulsivity and increased sensitivity to drug-associated cues ([@bib0570]). D1 receptor manipulation also modulates behavioral sensitivity to amphetamine to a greater degree in adolescents than adults ([@bib0375]).

2.2. Striatum {#sec0020}
-------------

Neural development during adolescence is ongoing in the striatum ([@bib0575], [@bib0185], [@bib0135], [@bib0240], [@bib0565]). Striatum is involved with learning, reward processing and movement, and has been strongly implicated in psychiatric disorders including schizophrenia and addiction ([@bib0305], [@bib0200], [@bib0285]). Both ventral and dorsal striatum receive dense dopaminergic projections from the midbrain, and dopamine transmission has repeatedly been shown to differ between adulthood and adolescence ([@bib0010], [@bib0660], [@bib0385]). While there is a wealth of data from animal models describing neuroanatomical and pharmacological differences in striatum between adolescent and adult rodents ([@bib0020], [@bib0085], [@bib0620]), there are considerably less data describing age-related differences in neural activity. The majority of the neural imaging studies performed in human adolescent subjects have focused on ventral striatum (VS) in particular the nucleus accumbens (NAc), which is implicated in motivation, learning and cue processing ([@bib0490], [@bib0310], [@bib0185], [@bib0230], [@bib0240], [@bib0275]). However, dorsal striatum (DS), which is implicated in learning, action-selection and habit formation ([@bib0440], [@bib0045], [@bib0330]), has been largely overlooked as a locus of developmental differences. To quantify and compare neural correlates of reward processing in both striatal regions, our lab recorded single-unit extracellular activity in both DS and NAc of adult and adolescent rats during goal-directed behavior.

Somewhat surprisingly, task-evoked activity in NAc did not differ substantially between adult and adolescent rats ([@bib0605]). Robust age-related differences, however, were observed in DS. Adolescent neurons were activated just prior to a reward-seeking action, whereas adult neurons did not respond until after action completion ([Fig. 1B](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}). Adolescent neurons in DS also were activated prior to reward retrieval, while adult neurons were inhibited by reward ([Fig. 1B](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}). This demonstrated that the adolescent brain recruits DS circuitry both earlier and to a greater degree than adults during reward-retrieval.

While adolescent DS neurons are hyper-responsive to rewards, amphetamine-evoked dopamine release is attenuated compared to adults in this region. Lower levels of amphetamine-evoked dopamine efflux in the DS, but, again, not the NAc of adolescent rats compared to adults ([@bib0380]). Interestingly, the opposite effect has been observed with dopaminergic drugs that act as uptake inhibitors, such as cocaine and methylphenidate, which cause enhanced dopamine efflux in adolescent compared to adult DS ([@bib0670], [@bib0675]). As with amphetamine, this age-related cocaine effect was more pronounced in DS than NAc ([@bib0210], [@bib0670]). This difference between DS dopamine release may be a function of baseline dopamine availability, as reduced dopamine availability in projection dopamine neurons would likely affect drugs that facilitate dopamine release (such as amphetamine) to a greater degree than drugs that maintain dopamine in the synapse (such as cocaine). Accordingly, tyrosine hydroxylase, an enzyme involved with the synthesis of dopamine, was reduced in adolescent DS but not NAc ([@bib0380]). This reduction in evoked-dopamine neurotransmission suggests that dopamine projections to DS, which arise from substantia nigra pars compacta ([@bib0645], [@bib0365]), may be hypoactive during adolescence. Dopamine has an inhibitory influence on medium spiny neurons in the striatum ([@bib0345]). A hypoactive dopamine neurotransmission in adolescence DS may, therefore, contribute to our observed enhanced reward-evoked activity in DS neurons. Future studies recording from dopamine projections to the adolescent DS will directly address this mechanism.

The area of striatum traditionally associated with attributing value and motivation to cues and rewards is VS ([@bib0490], [@bib0310], [@bib0145], [@bib0205]). Accordingly, many theories of adolescent illness and behavioral vulnerability hinge on aberrant reward-related motivated behavior and responsivity of reward-related brain circuitry ([@bib0080], [@bib0230], [@bib0240], [@bib0655]). The previous data, on the other hand, suggest that age-related differences to rewards may be even greater in DS ([@bib0605], [@bib0380]). While these do not preclude the role of the developing VS in adolescent behavioral and disease vulnerability, they suggest that DS may also play a substantial role in adolescent behavioral tendencies.

The DS is strongly associated with learning and the physical manifestation of locomotive behavior ([@bib0485], [@bib0450], [@bib0245]). In particular the dorsomedial striatum (DMS), or associative striatum region of the DS is implicated in linking actions to rewarding outcomes, as lesions of DMS abolish the learning and expression of goal-directed behavior ([@bib0705], [@bib0475]), and DMS activity also has been implicated in the encoding of flexible response patterns ([@bib0325]). Conversely, dorsolateral striatum (DLS) is involved with the consolidation and expression of habitual behavior, during which actions are no longer dependent on outcome representation ([@bib0710], [@bib0715]). The studies of adolescent neuronal activity and dopamine release detailed in this review ([@bib0605], [@bib0380]) were both localized to DMS, underscoring the importance of this region in development toward the adolescent behavioral phenotype and illness vulnerability. In line with this idea, several differences have been observed in instrumental behavior between adult and adolescent rats, with adolescents demonstrating differences in instrumental behavior, including differences in appetitive motivation, reduced extinction, attenuated response inhibition and impaired ability to adjust to changes in action-outcome contingencies ([@bib0215], [@bib0610], [@bib0030], [@bib0585], [@bib0115], [@bib0415]). In addition, adolescents exhibit reduced ability to quickly initiate an appropriate response after a stop signal ([@bib0550]), similar to the effect observed after lesions of DMS ([@bib0175]).

In contrast to adolescent DMS, the presence of developmental differences in DLS is less clear. During the expression of goal-directed behavior, actions are initially tightly linked to outcome representation. After overtraining, however, actions become less influenced by outcome representation, and more automated ("habitual") ([@bib0155]). Plasticity related to this habit learning occurs in DLS ([@bib0715], [@bib0040], [@bib0635]), and the shift from goal-directed to habitual behavior is mediated in part by dopamine transmission in DS ([@bib0445], [@bib0065]). There are conflicting data on the development of habit formation in adolescent vs. adult rats. Adolescent rats demonstrate an inability to adjust responding to changes in contingency, as well as increased habitual behavior in a reinforcer devaluation task ([@bib0415], [@bib0270]). There is evidence for either behavioral rigidity or flexibility in adolescent rats on a set shifting task compared to adults, based on task design and parameters ([@bib0350], [@bib0420], [@bib0560]). More complex tasks appear to consistently yield greater levels of flexibility in adolescents. A four-choice reversal task, which requires a greater cognitive load than the standard two-choice set shifting design, revealed greater flexibility in adolescent compared to adult mice ([@bib0295]). In addition, recent data demonstrate that, after learning to withhold an action in the presence of a cue, adolescent rats acquire that cue more quickly as a Pavlovian-conditioned stimulus predictive of reward, as assessed by an increase in reward approach behavior. This suggested that adolescents are able to rapidly adjust the value of a cue that was previous salient (which differs from reversal tasks, which typically involve attributing value to a previously unrewarded cue). A recent experiment in our lab tested this ability to adjust to changes in cue identity further by training rats in a cued instrumental paradigm, during which a 10 s cue (light or tone) was presented, and a nose poke into a lit port resulted in food pellet delivery. No difference in correct responses between adults and adolescents was observed in this task (*F*(1,12) = .23, *p* = .64; *n* = 7/age group; [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}). In the second phase of this experiment, the instrumental cue was shifted in modality to a 10 s Pavlovian cue. After the shift in cue-outcome relationship, adolescents showed a higher percentage of Pavlovian approach during this cue than adults, as assessed by time spent in the food trough during the cue (*F*(1,12) = 6.96, *p* = .023; [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}). In a control experiment, adolescent and adult rats acquired Pavlovian approach to a novel cue at an equal rate, indicating that this effect was not related to an age related difference in the general ability to learn or perform Pavlovian conditioning (*F*(1,12) = .26, *p* = .62). These data, therefore, indicate that, when a cue acts as either a stop or go signal within an instrumental context, changes in cue-outcome relationships can be flexibly acquired by adolescent rats more quickly than adults. This characteristic of the adolescent brain would allow it to adjust to changes in value of previously salient cues or environments more efficiently than an adult brain. This is an interesting finding because much of the research on adolescents focuses on maladaptive behaviors, whereas behavioral flexibility is generally suggested to be an advantageous characteristic.Fig. 2(A) Adult and adolescent rats learned to perform an instrumental action for reward following cue presentation. (B) The same cue was shifted to a Pavlovian cue, during which reward was no longer contingent on a response, but was always delivered as the cue terminated. Adolescent rats acquired a Pavlovian response to the cue (defined as time spent in the food trough anticipating reward during the cue) more quickly than adults.

The summarized data suggest that adolescent rats may encode relationships between cues and outcomes in which cues were previously meaningful more flexibly than adults ([@bib0550]; [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}), or in situations with a higher cognitive load ([@bib0295]). The hyper-responsivity observed in adolescent DMS during reward-related events ([@bib0605]) may promote increased ability to alter behavioral strategies ([@bib0325]). It would be of interest to record from adolescent DLS, which is involved with the learning and expression of habitual behavior, to observe if this region is hypoactive compared to adults. Accelerated habit formation is proposed to promote addiction, as habitual drug seeking behavior is less sensitive to the negative consequences of drug abuse and addiction ([@bib0200], [@bib0280]). Thus, ongoing study of the role of the developing DS in habit formation is highly relevant toward the preponderance of adolescent drug addiction.

Both DS and VS are involved with risky decision-making ([@bib0130], [@bib0555], [@bib0335], [@bib0405]), defined as a preference for risky over safe rewards. Risky behavior is a hallmark of adolescence, and is linked to drug abuse ([@bib0090], [@bib0055]). Moreover, recent evidence from a rat model of risky decision-making demonstrates that risky behavior in adolescents predicts cocaine self-administration ([@bib0405]), which may facilitate the drug abuse and addiction vulnerability during adolescence ([@bib0010], [@bib0395], [@bib0165]). Reduced dopamine receptor availability in both striatal regions is predictive of higher levels of risky decision-making in rats, and local infusion of selective dopamine agonists either systemically or into adolescent striatum reduces risky behavior ([@bib0555], [@bib0405]). Accordingly, adolescent rats demonstrate reduced dopamine responsivity and TH expression in DS ([@bib0380]), which may provide a partial mechanism for adolescent risky behavior. Risky decision-making also is associated with neuronal activity and dopamine receptor expression in OFC ([@bib0195], [@bib0655], [@bib0555], [@bib0435]). It is possible that the hyperactive reward responses in both OFC and DS ([@bib0600], [@bib0605]) are related to the excessive and occasionally maladaptive risky decision-making during adolescence. Further study of this circuitry could yield interesting data and therapeutic options for the early stages of diseases characterized by risky behavior that manifest during adolescence, including addiction, schizophrenia and depression ([@bib0360], [@bib0090], [@bib0625]).

2.3. Ventral tegmental area {#sec0025}
---------------------------

Dopamine neurons, especially those localized in ventral tegmental area (VTA), are involved with reward processing, associative learning, and the pathophysiology of addiction, mood disorders, and schizophrenia ([@bib0695], [@bib0530], [@bib0690], [@bib0535], [@bib0290]). The dopamine system has been implicated in adolescent behavioral and illness vulnerabilities ([@bib0355], [@bib0380], [@bib0425]), and aspects of dopamine transmission and VTA activity are different in adults and adolescents ([@bib0495], [@bib0385], [@bib0380]). In addition, dopamine neurons in VTA project to prefrontal cortex and ventral striatum, regions undergoing development during adolescence. Little is known, however, about how adolescent VTA neurons process reward related events compared to adults. Recent preliminary recording of extracellular activity from VTA neurons in adult and adolescent rats indicates that these neurons have similar basal firing rate and responding to reward related cues ([@bib0320]), and work is ongoing that will assess adolescent reward processing in this, and other, dopaminergic regions.

2.4. Reward processing circuitry summary {#sec0030}
----------------------------------------

Adolescents demonstrate enhanced impulsive behavior, risk taking, cue salience, drug and reward seeking, and behavioral flexibility compared to adults. As detailed above, single unit electrophysiology revealed age-related differences in reward processing that are likely involved with these behavioral tendencies. Adolescents demonstrate hyper-activation to reward relative to adults in both OFC and DS ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). The OFC directly projects to the DS, at least in adult rodents, suggesting that immature OFC-DS connectivity also may contribute to these observed effects ([@bib0070], [@bib0480]). Dopaminergic neurons projecting from the substantia nigra also project to DS ([@bib0665]), and aberrant reward-evoked activity in these neurons may contribute to hyperactive DS reward processing in adolescence. The reduced dopamine efflux observed in DS following amphetamine exposure suggests that these neurons may indeed be hyperactive compared to adults, although further experiments are necessary to confirm this functional difference. Reward-evoked activity in DLS, which receives the strongest dopaminergic input from substantia nigra ([@bib0265], [@bib0665]), also is likely to differ between adults and adolescents, as the development of behavioral habits varies across the lifespan ([@bib0295], [@bib0420], [@bib0550], [@bib0560]).Fig. 3A modified reward circuit for the adolescent brain. Connections of the common "reward circuits" are depicted in black and involve nucleus accumbens (NAc), ventral tegmental area (VTA), and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC). Our findings in adolescents identify a complementary reward processing pathway depicted in red. We find that dopamine projections to the dorsal striatum (DS), which arise from substantia nigra (SNc) may be hypoactive in adolescents ([@bib0380]) while orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and DS neurons of adolescents are hyper-responsive to reward compared to adults ([@bib0595], [@bib0600], [@bib0605]). On the other hand, NAc dopamine release and reward-evoked activity, and baseline firing of dopamine neurons in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) are comparable between adults and adolescents ([@bib0320], [@bib0380]).

Interestingly, no substantial age-related differences were observed in NAc reward processing, despite VS being a prominent factor in models of adolescent behavioral vulnerability ([@bib0190], [@bib0240]). This similar neural activity between age groups is consistent with reports of no age related differences in drug-evoked dopamine efflux in NAc ([@bib0210], [@bib0380]), although studies about dopamine receptor expression in NAc are conflicting ([@bib0630], [@bib0615]). The lack of differences in NAc reward-processing does not preclude the influence of the developing adolescent NAc on behavioral and psychopathology vulnerabilities; however, the observed differences in motivational processes during adolescence ([@bib0585]) may arise from functional neural activity in DS and PFC regions to a greater extent than NAc. Collectively, these finding suggest that the traditional brain reward circuitry should be modified for adolescents ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}).

3. Conclusion {#sec0035}
=============

The findings reviewed here inform future adolescent research in two ways: (1) baseline activity or response to sensory stimuli such as reward predicting cues are unaffected, or less affected, than neuronal processing around the time of reward. Thus, a focus on reward response may provide the ideal biomarker for early vulnerability to disorders of motivation and affect. (2) Robust neuronal responses were observed in regions that are not typically associated with reward processing in adults. Thus, the dynamic circuitry of motivated behavior may be different than our adult models and involve cortical and basal ganglia regions that are not classically associated with reward processing. Future emphasis on regions such as the DS may greatly enhance our knowledge of this dynamic circuitry and its contribution to disease vulnerability in at-risk individuals.
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